We study h-sequences of certain Gorenstein standard G-algebras and, for a given %-sequence b = (h,, , h,) with hI = 3, give a new construction of Gorenstein standard G-algebras with h-sequence h. Furthermore, using a similar idea, we give some examples of Gorenstein SIsequences with h, = 4.
Introduction
A standard G-algebra A = Ao@Al 0 ... over a field k is a commutative graded ring such that A0 = k, A is generated as a k-algebra by Al and the dimension of Al as a k vector space is finite. The Hilbert function of A is defined by H(A, i) = dim, Ai for all i 2 0, and the Hilbert series of A is defined by F(A, 2) = xi z oH (A, i) iiEZ [[EL] ].
Then it is well-known that we can write F(A, 2) in the form

F(A, /?) = ho + hl A. + ... + h,i
(1 -A)d
for certain integers ho, hl, . . . , h, satisfying Chi # 0 and h, # 0, where d is the Krull dimension of A. We call the sequence h(A) = (h,, h, , , h,) the h-sequence of A. We put a(A) = s + qf whereni>ni-I> ... > ni 2 j 2 1. We put Oci) = 0 and h"'=(:=:)+("i-li+l)+ .., +(y;),
We say that a sequence b = ((h,, hi, . . , h,) of non-negative integers is an O-sequence ifho= 1 andhi+i <h:"fori= l,... , s -1, or equivalently, there exists a O-dimensional standard G-algebra with h-sequence h (cf. [l l] for the details).
Definition. An SZ-sequence is a seqeunce fi = (h,, hi, , h,) of non-negative integers which satisfies the following two conditions:
(i) hi = h,-i for all i = 0, 1, . . , s, i.e., h is symmetric, and (ii) (h,,, h1 -ho, hz -hi . , h, -h,_ 1) is an O-sequence, where t = [s/2]. We note that every SI-sequence is unimodal. Stanley [lo, Conjecture 21, and, independently, Iarrobino, conjectured that (h, , hi, . . . , h, ) is a Gorenstein sequence if and only if (h,, hi, . . . , h,) is an SIsequence. Stanley [ 11, Theorem 4.21 showed that this conjecture is true if h I 3. The proof of [ 11, Theorem 4.21 relies heavily on the structure theorem of Gorenstein ideals of codimension 3 due to Buchsbaum and Eisenbud [a] . In general every Gorenstein sequence satisfies the condition (i) (cf. [ll, Theorem 4.11). But every Gorenstein sequence does not necessarily satisfy the condition (ii), for example, Bernstein and Iarrobino [l, Theorem l] gave examples of non-unimodal Gorenstein sequences for each hi 2 5. The author does not know whether there exist non-unimodal Gorenstein sequences with hi = 4.
In this paper we study h-sequences of certain Gorenstein standard G-algebras (see Theorem 2.1). As an application of Theorem 2.1, for a given SI-sequence h = (ho,h1, ... 3 h,) with hi = 3, we give a new construction of Gorenstein standard G-algebras with h-sequence h (see Theorem 3.3). The idea for proving Theorem 3.3 is to use the construction in [S, Theorem 4.11 and a result of linkage [8, Remarque 1.41. Furthermore, using a similar idea, we give some examples of Gorenstein SI-sequences with hi = 4 (see Section 4).
Preliminaries
Throughout this paper, let k be an algebraically closed field. Let X be a closed subscheme of P" = Pi, and let I(X) c R = k[xo, x1, . . . , x.1 be the largest homogeneous ideal defining X. Then the homogeneous coordinate ring R/I(X) of X is a standard G-algebra. The Hilbert function of X is defined by H(X, i) = H (R/Z(X), i) for all i = 0, 1, . . . , and H(X, i) = 0 for all i < 0. Furthermore, we put AH(X, 0) = 1, AH(X, i) = H(X, i) -H(X, i -1) for all i = 1,2, . . . and AH(X, i) = 0 for all i < 0. Inductively, for all t 2 2, we put A'H(X, i) = A(A'-'H(X, i)) for all i. The h-sequence h(X) of X is defined by h(X, i) = h(R/Z(X), i) for all i = 1,2, . . . , and put a(X) = o(R/Z(X)). We denoted by e(X) the multiplicity of X. If X is a d-dimensional arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay closed subscheme of P", i.e., the homogeneous coordinate ring R/Z(X) of X is a (d + 1)-dimensional Cohen-Macaulay standard G-algebra, then it is easy to show that h(X, i) = Ad+ ' H(X, i) for all i = 0, I, . , and e(X) = AdH(X, i) for all i 2 o(X) -1. We shall recall some facts about linkage. (1) X and Y are geometrically linked.
(2) Xu Y is a complete intersection, i.e., Z(Xu Y) can be generated by a homogeneous R-regular sequence.
In the rest of this section we shall give an example of a finite set of points in P" which are geometrically linked.
Definition. Let Z be a finite set of points in P". (Hence we can also consider Z a O-dimensional reduced closed subscheme of P".) Z is said to be in a basic qf Pure and Applied Algebra 103 (1995) 313-324 conjiguration in P" if there exist integers rl, . , r, and distinct hyperplanes Lij( 1 I i I n, 1 <j 5 ri) such that Z = H,n ... nH, as schemes, where Hi = Lilu ... ULi,,. In this case Z is said to be of type (r,, . . . , r,) . Furthermore, it is easy to show that the ideal I(Z) of Z is generated by the homogeneous R-regular sequence nlll I,j, ... , fly= 1 l,j, where Iij is a linear form defining the hyperplane Lij, and o(Z) = rl + ... + r, -(n -1).
The following lemma is clear, so we omit the proof. 
The h-sequences of certain Gorenstein standard G-algebras
In the section we shall prove the following theorem. Proof.
(1) This is well-known (cf. [8, Remarque 1.4)).
(2) From [4, Theorem 31, we have
Ad+'H(R/(~),i)=Ad"H(X,s+
-i)+Ad+lH(Y,i).
Hence for every t 2 0, we obtain
Furthermore, from o(X) I o(XuY), we have o(X) -1 I s + 1. Hence, c Ad+'H(X, i) = AdH(X, s + 1) = e(X).
i=O
Thus we obtain
Therefore we have
AdH(R/(or), t) -AdH( Y, t) = e(X) -AdH(X, s -t).
On Furthermore from the following exact sequence: (R/g, i) = AdH(X, i) + AdH(X, s -i) -e(X). 
I(X) + I(Y) is Gorenstein, the sequence /@/Z(X) + I(Y)) is symmetric. Thus h(R/I(X) + 1(Y)) is a Gorenstein SI-sequence. 0
Conjecture. Let X and Y be arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay closed subschemes of P" which are geometrically linked. Then the h-seqeucne of R/I(X) + I( Y ) is a Gorenstein %-sequence.
F&sequences with hl = 3
The aim of this section, for a given SI-sequence h = (h,, h, , . . . , h,) with hl = 3, is to give a new construction of O-dimensional Gorenstein standard G-algebras with h-seqeunce b.
Definition. Let b = (h,, h,, . . . , h,) be an SI-sequence, and put hi = hi for each i = 0, 1, . (b,, b, -b,, b2 -b In the following remark we recall some results from [S] . (1) There exist a k-conjguration X of type (d,, . . , d,) Thus for n = 5, let X be the following set of points in P* and let Y be 
SI-sequences with lz, = 4
First we introduce the notion of k-configurations of points in P3 as follows.
Definition.
A finite set X of points in P3 which satisfies the following conditions is called a k-conjiguration.
There exist subsets X 1, . . , X, of X and distinct hyperplanes HI, . . , H, such that (i) X is the union of the Xi's (ii) For each i = 1, . . . , u, any point of X; lies on Hi, (iii) Hi( 1 < i I u) does not contain any point of Xi for any j < i and (iv) Xi( 1 < i I U) is a k-configuration in Hi of type (dil) . . . , di,,,,) with di",~ < mi + 1 for 1 I i < u.
In this case, the type of X is defined by type(X) = (d, 1, . . . , dl,,; . . . ;cI,,~, . . . , d,,u) . For the simplicity of notation, (dij) denote the integers (d, 1, . . , dl,,; . . . ;d,l, . . , d,,u) with dimi < mi+ 1 for 1 I i < U.
In the following remark we recall some results from [S].
Remark 4.1. (1) All k-configurations in P3 of type (dij) have the same Hilbert function, which will be denoted by H (dc~) HtdLj) can be obtained as follows. Let e(i) be the .
Hilbert function of a k-configuration of type (dil , . . . , dim,) . Then following in the same way as in the Remark 3.2(l), we obtain
H'dl~'(i) = ~ e(dj)(j + i -u). j= 1
Hence we have Let h = (h, , h, , . . . , h, , . . , h, +, _ 1, h; , +s, . . , h, ) Proof. In this case by Definition of the SI-sequence, it is obvious that s = 2y + 8 -1. Since y = y(h), it also is obvious that the two conditions "CC@) + P(h) + y(h) I s + 2" and "cr(h) + P(h) I y(h) + 6' + 1" are equivalent. Thus by noting a(h) I ~(4) + 1 and b(h) I y(h), it is easy to show our claim. 0
The following example shows that there exists a Gorenstein SI-sequence with h, = 4 which cannot be constructed by Theorem 4.2.
Example. When n = 4, 5, . . . , 10, it is easy to show that h = (1,4, n, 4, 1) is an SI-sequence. Then cf Pure and Applied Algebra 103 (1995) [313] [314] [315] [316] [317] [318] [319] [320] [321] [322] [323] [324] Hence @?) + B(h) + r(!?) = less than 7 (n # 10) 7 (n = 10).
Thus when n = 4, . , 9, by Theorem 4. Next we show that the standard G-algebra A is Gorenstein. It is enough to show that Soc(A)=k~,whereSoc(A)=~a~A~~a=O,~a=O,~u=Oand~u=O}.
It is easy to check that Sot(A) = k@%, so we omit the proof.
